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I hope everyone is enjoying the changing of the seasons and soon we
will get that little break between Fall sports and Winter Sports. Now is
the time to start thinking ahead for your winter plans. Are your electrical outlets that are used for plugging in buses working? Do you need
new electrical cords? Do you have some salt handy to spread in your
lot so drivers don’t fall? I hate to think of snowfall so soon, but the
sooner the better. That four letter word will be here before you know
it.
I am proud to say that Scottie Johnson of Rockford Public Schools
competed in the America’s Best Competition that was held in North
Carolina at the end of September. He placed 7th in the national competition for mechanics. I look forward to our State competition. It is always fun to make friendly wagers with other directors as to who has
the best mechanic.
Have a great Halloween
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Advertisers
In this issue, our advertisers’ ads are located on the
following pages:

Questions??

Midwest Transit ................................. Page 4, 11
Inland Power Group ............................ Page 9,18
John’s Paint and Body ........................... Page 21
Central States ......................................... Pages 6

What is the speed limit for a bus?
How many kids can sit on a school bus
seat. What is the limit for the amount of
time a student can be on a bus? I have
been asked these questions on a regular
basis. Do you have questions about
procedures and/or law? Who do you
ask? Please use IAPT as a resource for
your questions. If we don ’t know the
answer we can generally put you in touch
with someone who does. I can be contacted at the IAPT phone number 224637-6984. If I don’t answer, please
leave a message. Email also works and
I generally try to check the IAPT email a
couple of times a day. You may also
contact one of the Region Directors or
any officer listed in your IAPT Directory
or on the website. We are all more than
happy to share
our knowledge
and experience.

Radilink ................................................... Page 14
Southern Bus & Mobility ........................ Page 13
Transfinder .............................................. Page 13
Unity School Bus Parts .................... Pages 8, 16
School Bus Safety Company…………....Page 17
Please patronize our advertisers. They are helping
us to encourage and promote the safety and

TIPS ARTICLES
Please think about writing an article about some of the workshops you attended this year.
Please submit articles for TIPS to
share some of the things you
learned while attending the conference. Maybe something you
learned while networking with
your peers or at the trade show.

Vicki
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In honor of National School Bus Safety Week…
Just Drivers - a poem by Janet Purnell Driver for 29 years.
The label "just drivers" is given to us
By people who've probably never even driven a bus.
Just let them try to fill our shoes
And do it without singing the blues.
Do they know what it's all about,
To have to watch the road, and the mirrors, while forty or more kids shout?
Could they catch the spitball thrower, or the hitter
While still remembering who goes to what sitter?
Is this the night Mary goes to the McArthys or the Philbricka?
Oh, oh keep an eye on Tommy; he's up to his old tricks.
Darn, he just reached around and punched Eddie Stout.
Watch out, that car looks like it's coming out!
"Sit down, you know when the bus is moving you don't stand up"
"I said sit down or I'll write you up."
"Eddie and Bill stop swinging your backpacks."
God where's the plow? Guess I'll have to make my own tracks.
Jeepers lady didn't you see my lights flashing red?
Two seconds sooner and that kid would be dead.
"Don't cry, Honey, we'll get to school before you get worse.
And I'll radio for them to send out the nurse."
"Here use this bag if you're going to get sick."
"A couple more stops and we'll be there real quick."
"Don't worry about the mess, Honey, I'll take care of it."
"Just go inside to the nurse's office and sit."
"Just drivers," that would be fantastic.
Concentrate on nothing but the road, never mind that kid's sick.
Let them kick and punch each other out.
Let them scream and shout.
If we only watch the road and gauges,
How soon would all the parents be in rages?
So, please don't casually label us
Until you're willing and able to drive our bus.
Submitted by Nancy G. Popp
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Joint Conference Recap of presentation by Dallas Rackow ………...
Making the Most of Evaluations
submitted by Nancy Popp

Thursday, at Joint Conference, Dallas Rackow, Director of Transportation Freeport School District, shared
helpful information during her presentation, Making the Most of Evaluations. Dallas said when transportation directors do a once-a-year ride-along evaluation the driver’s behavior is perfect! How can you and the
driver set goals to improve on perfection?
Dallas told us the best evaluation is day-to-day conversations with the driver of expectations. In speaking
with the driver you are doing a mini evaluation. She stressed that directors not wait until the end of the
school year to improve the public face of the transportation department.
A main point of Dallas’ presentation was documentation. Documentation is not only legal protection; it can
be useful in setting goals. It can also reveal patterns of driver misbehavior. Bus videos and/or Zonar reports
are additional tools for reviewing driver skills. Dallas said to be sure to share review results immediately
with drivers, then document!

School Bus Safety Week
School Bus Safety week is a great time to “remind” the public on what the rules are when meeting a
school bus. Now is the time to use those book marks you received at the conference. Handing them out
at registration or kindergarten orientation are both good ideas. Many people do not know the law and
these book marks are a great reminder. It would be nice to see TV safety messages during commercials.
Think about approaching your local radio and TV stations and asking them to remind motorist to stop for
school buses. Reminders on Cell Phone use in a school zone would be helpful also. School bus safety
week is like a star with many points.
Promote Safety with the Drivers
Promote Safety with the Public

Promote Safety with the Students
Promote Safety with the Parents
APPRECIATE YOUR DRIVERS
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Model Year(s):

BLUE BIRD /
SCHOOL BUS

Manufacturer: TRUCK SERVICES, INC.

2009

Mfr's Report Date: FEB 15, 2011
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Making Daylight Savings Time Safe for Kids
Daylight Savings Time Ends November 4th
As autumn turns toward winter, we know the days are growing shorter. When we change our
clocks from Daylight Savings Time back to Standard Time in the Fall, it will be dark even earlier.
But what we may not realize is that this also means that more children will be traveling to and
from school in the dark, which puts them at greater risk of injuries from traffic crashes. Over half
of all fatal pedestrian crashes and over one fourth of fatal bicycle crashes involving school age
children (ages 5 through 18) occur in low light or dark conditions.
There are many things you can do to help your kids-or the kids in your neighborhood- get to
school each morning and reach home safely at the end of the day. First, you can help them learn
and practice this important safety rule: Be Seen To Be Safe. Let kids know that during the day
and at dawn and dusk, they should wear bright or fluorescent clothing. These colors (day-glo
green, hot pink, or construction worker orange) amplify light and help the wearer stand out in a
crowd. However, at night, these colors appear to be black, so kids should carry a flashlight and/
or wear retro-reflective gear that reflects light back to its source so motorists can see them. A
motorist will quickly detect a child walking with a lit flashlight, or riding on a bike with an attached
headlight and flashing taillight. And when combined with retro-reflective gear or strips of retroreflective tape on their jacket, shoes, cap, helmet, or backpack, a child’s odds of being seen are
even more greatly improved. The sooner motorists are alerted to something - like a child - moving up ahead, the sooner they can react.
Second, you can help kids remember to “stop, look left-right-left, and listen” before stepping off
the curb, even where there is a traffic signal. Accompany your children when they walk to and
from school as often as possible.
Third, you can remind kids to avoid “jay walking” and crossing from between parked vehicles.
Crosswalks are safer and more visible, especially after dark.
Motorists can also help by paying special attention to
safe driving rules in low-light conditions. First, and most
important, you must be alert if you are on the road after
dark. Watch carefully for children who may be walking or
riding their bikes. Always drive at a safe speed, especially on unlit or winding roads or when using low beams.
Never pass a stopped school bus with its stop arm extended and red lights flashing.
To help increase your ability to see at night, be sure to
take off your sunglasses at dusk. Wipe off your headlights regularly, and keep your windshield clean, both
inside and out. Adjust the rearview mirror to the “night”
setting to avoid headlight glare. If you need to use your
high beams on an unlit road, be sure to turn them off
when another car is approaching.
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Coming Soon….
School Bus Safety Week — October 22—26, 2012
“ I See the Driver. The Driver Sees Me!
NAPT Annual Summit — October 20-25th, 2012
Memphis, TN

NHTSA Campaign ID Number: 12C003
Synopsis:
Certain Evenflo Big Kid Factory Select booster seats, Model Nos. 30911173AD, 3091967AD, 30911118AD, and
30911120D, shipped between August 6, 2012, and September 18, 2012, fail to conform to the requirements of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 213, "Child Restraint Systems." The subject seats were originally manufactured solely for purposes of retail display and not to be sold at retail. Therefore, the seats were packaged without the
instruction manual or the required registration card. However, the seats were inadvertently shipped to Evenflo's institutional customers (i.e. hospitals, government agencies) to be given to families. None of the affected units were
sold at retail stores. Without the instruction manual the seat may be used improperly. Should the owner not file a
registration with the child seat manufacturer due to lack of information on how to do so, they may not be notified of a
safety recall. Either condition puts the child at an increased risk of possible injury in the event of a crash. The affected seats have a label stating: "DISPLAY ONLY – NOT INTENDED FOR SALE," located on the back of the
booster seat headrest. Evenflo will mail owners who have received an affected Big Kid booster seat a remedy kit
that includes a consumer registration card, an instruction manual, and an overlabel to cover the current label stating:
"DISPLAY ONLY – NOT INTENDED FOR SALE." The remedy kit will be provided free of charge. Notification is expected to begin during October 2012. Owners may contact Evenflo at 1-800-233-5921 or at safety.evenflo.com.
For more information for this particular recall, please go to 12C003.

NHTSA Campaign ID Number: 12T025
Synopsis:
Yokohama Tire Corporation (Yokohama) is recalling certain AVID Touring S tires, size 215/65R16 98T SL, produced between February 2009 and April 2009. The tires may have been produced with an irregular geometry in the
casing turn up area above the tire bead in the lower sidewall. This irregular geometry may lead to a lower sidewall
crack resulting in a rapid loss of tire inflation. Rapid air loss while the vehicle is in use may result in a tire failure that
could cause a crash. Yokohama will notify owners, and dealers will replace the tires free of charge. The safety recall
is expected to begin on, or about, October 20, 2012. Owners may contact Yokohama at 1-800-423-4544.
For more information for this particular recall, please go to 12T025.
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Welcome to our newest board member………
Central Region - Larry Martinez from Homer Glen School District 33
Since transitioning from a career in commercial real estate management in 1999, I have become immersed in student transportation. My initiation to the business was as Branch Manager for Laidlaw Transit managing 275 buses out of two locations in Chicago
for the Chicago Public Schools, the University of Chicago and several private customers. Shortly after 9/11, I took over a troubled
start up for First Student in the far south suburbs, serving five public school contracts from a location in Glenwood.
After nearly three years in Glenwood, during which we acquired new business without losing any established business, I responded
to an ad for a Director’s position with the Oswego School District. In early 2004, I began working as the Transportation Director
in one of the fastest growing school districts in the country, overseeing growth from a 9500 student district to a district of 17,000
students transporting over 12,500 students daily via a combination of in-house and contracted transportation services.
In 2011, I took over the Director of Transportation position from the well respected and established Nancy Costello at the Homer
Glen CCSD 33C. In this position, as in my previous assignments, I am responsible for not only the transportation management
functions, but in an administrative capacity as a member of the district leadership.
I am a member in good standing of IAPT, NAPT as well as a member opf the Transportation PDC (Professional Development
Committee) of the Illinois Association of School Business Officials.

Information on IAPT Training

Coming Soon
Please
Note !

Illinois Association for Pupil Transportation
Vicki Mattson, Executive Director
PO Box 8699
Waukegan, IL 60079
Phone: 224-637-6984
Fax: 847-244-9851
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CHANGING...TWEAKING…. AND ASSESSING YOUR OPERATION
Now that we have all survived our first weeks of school and daily routines are becoming well routine. It is a time to review those first chaotic weeks. Most of us have established practices that we do each
year; and let’s face it all of us have had to throw that Hail Mary Pass.
But sometimes we need to change something just a little, to tweak it if
you will, because it may make a difference.
I will start by saying like everyone else we are trying to save money
and made some drastic changes to save a lot of money. We are going
from a 3 tier system to a modified 2 tier system. Our Kindergarten students had a tier to
themselves. We are now transporting them in with all of the elementary students and then
using one bus per school to shuttle all of them from their elementary school to the kindergarten school. But even with cuts we still all like to see if we have areas we can improve on
at the same time.
One area that I felt we needed to improve was our on-time arrival on those first few days.
Each year our established practices in route bidding or running mock runs still resulted in
our students arriving to school late in those first few days of school. Normally parents of
elementary students wait at the bus stop, say their goodbyes, and take that bus boarding
photo, so how would adding kindergarteners into the mix affect my times. I looked into the
established practices of our elementary schools in the weeks leading up to their first day and
found parent/student orientations were generally done a night or two prior to the first day of
school. So this year during orientations, we set a bus up at all the elementary schools for
children to become acclimated to, and for parents to take pictures of their child getting on/
off the bus. I really wasn’t sure it would have an impact on my route times, and did it as
more of a customer service but I also realized that if it reduced the number of parents doing
this at the bus stops it could prevent additional delays. I also tweaked our standard practice.
I kept our routes pretty much in the same area as the previous year, rather than put all routes
out for bid I assigned the drivers their same route as the previous year, if it was still available, and did not do mock runs. I then I braced for a flurry of late buses. And much to my
surprise I actually had fewer buses late this year than previous years. I achieved what I set
out to do, get the students to school on time. But I also had side benefits too, most of my
drivers were happy they did not have to get used to another route, and parents were happy
that we put transportation into their parent/student orientation. I made minor changes to
our beginning of the year procedures achieved what I wanted to do plus more. So look
around other areas in your district and maybe you too will find small changes that will make
a positive impact.
Submitted by Mike Slife, Harlem School District
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Attention: Colleges, Universities, and K-12 Schools
FCC's Narrowbanding Mandate Affects You: Deadline Only 4 Months Away
Schools, colleges, and universities use two-way radios for campus safety and security, athletic departments, school
bus management, and facilities management. In addition, two way radios are used to help coordinate everything
from crowd control to event management.
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has mandated that all public safety and business industrial land
mobile radio systems operating in the 150-512 MHz radio bands must cease operating using 25 kHz efficiency technology, and begin operating using at least 12.5 kHz efficiency technology. [1] The deadline for narrowbanding is
January 1, 2013. If you use wireless communications, other than your laptop, Bluetooth, or Wifi this mandate
could affect you.

School Districts, Universities, and Colleges as well as Student Transportation and School Bus Operations Are among the Licensees Affected.
FCC Narrowbanding Requirements: By the start of 2013, all radio systems operating at VHF (150-174 MHz) and
UHF (421-512 MHz) Part 90 frequencies will be required to narrowband, i.e. begin operating in 12.5 kHz channel
bandwidths instead of the current 25 kHz channel bandwidths in use today or meet the equivalent efficiency standard of two talk
file:///C|/...1209/meeting_docs_120910/120910_03_NB_for_Schools/Narrowbanding%20for%
20Schools_files/NB4Schools.htm[9/10/2012 5:46:29 PM]paths in 25 kHz. Migration to 12.5 kHz efficiency
technology will allow the creation of additional channel capacity within the same radio spectrum, and support
more users.
Is My School Affected? Do you operate in frequencies of VHF (150-174 MHz) and UHF (421-512 MHz)? If it is not
clear what type of radio you have or what frequencies your organization operates in, contact the manufacturer.
Was your radio system purchased after 2000?[2] Many radio systems in use today can comply with these new
requirements, and do not need to be replaced, but only need a simple software reprogramming. Older equipment
may need replacement to meet these new narrowbanding requirements.
Check Your License. Verify that your organization has a required current and valid FCC Part 90 radio license. It is
illegal to operate any Part 90 radio system without one.
Non-compliance with the FCC's narrowbanding mandate can result in
monetary fines and/or the cancellation of your license(s) by the FCC. The
FCC has consistently reiterated the 2013 deadline and clarified that stations
that do not comply cannot operate on a secondary basis and will be subject
to enforcement actions such as fines and license revocation.
[1] Under specific FCC Part 90 Rules, Public Higher Education can fall under
Public Safety or Industrial Business. Private Higher Education and K-12 typically fall under Industrial Business. [2] Although some radios manufactured
in 1997 and after are capable of being narrowbanded, there were many
wideband-only radios manufactured up through the very late 90s that cannot be narrowbanded. Check with the manufacturer for radios manufactured between 1997 -1999.
From…..National Public Safety Telecommunications Council
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Imperfect action
is better than
perfect inaction.

Please submit items for TIPS
by the 5th of each month to:
Vicki Mattson
Executive Director, IAPT
PO Box 8699
Waukegan, IL 60079

~Harry Truman

TIPS is designed, developed
and published for the benefit
of its membership. Original
articles may not be republished without the express
written consent of IAPT.

Email: email@ilapt.net (preferred)
Tel: 224-637-6984
Fax: 847-244-9851
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